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Learning the role of media in social system

Social system is organized by communication. Communication is established on several kinds of media. Therefore, in order to
understand the essential features of society and culture, we have to understand the role of media. From the view point of social
system theory, we learn the new concept of media, and understand the role of media in social and cultural activities such as arts,
literature, education, economy, politics and so on. In this way, we aim to learn the relationship between media and culture in deep.

The learning objectives of this course are as follows:
(1) congnitive objectives: a student must understand the relationship between various communication methods and media.
(2) behavioral objectives: a student can observe social and cultural activities on the basis of social system theory.
(3) technical objectives: a student must explain kinds and roles of media in various aspects of society.

01: GUidance / What's Media?
02: Introduction to social system theory
03: What's social system theory
04: Communication organizing society
05: Communication and media
06: Difference, environment, and self-reference
07: Media in art system (1) What's communication in art?
08: Media in art system (2) Social system of modern art
09: Media in literature system (1) What's communication in literature?
10: Media in literature system (2) Social system of modern literature
11: Media in educational system (1) What's communication in education?
12: Media in educational system (2) Social system of modern educational system
13: Media in cultural system (1) What's communication in culture?
14: Media in cultural system (2) Social system of modern cultural system
15: Presentations and discussions of final reports



【指導方法 Instructional method】 ※必須(全角1000文字以内)　※インデントは全角スペースで入力してください。

※[Alt]+[Enter]によってセル内で改行することができます。

【事前・事後学習（Supplementary Individual Study）】

【成績評価の方法・基準 Assessment method】

【受講要件　Requirement of attending a lecture】

【テキスト Textbooks】

【参考書 Reference book】

【関連分野・関連科目 Related fields and subject】

【その他 Others】

【リンク　URL Links】

The learning materials will be distributed at each lesson.

Niklas Luhmann "The social system theory (1/2)", Kouseisha, 1993 (in Japanese)
Niklas Luhmann "The social system thneory (2/2)", Kouseisha, 1995 (in Japanese)
Niklas Luhmann "the social system of education" Tokyo University Pulisher, 2004 (in Japanese)
Niklas Luhmann "The art of society" Hosei University Publisher, 2004 (in Japanese)

Media Informatics

A student should have the following knowledge: the fundamental theories of culture and society.

All lessons are held at class room.
We evaluate the competency at the beginning and the end of a semestar. We employ IPA standard as competency criteria. In this
course, particularly, we emphasize reading and writing skills, problem analysis skills, problem solving skills, self-learning skills,
application skills and creativity. We will aim to grow such human skills.

For each lecture, we will assign home works for post-learning and pre-learning.

The grade is evaluated on the basis of the criteria in the graduate school of Toyo University. The grade point will be judged by 100%
reports.


